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**QUARTET IN C MAJOR, K. 465 (DISSONANCE) (1785)**
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart (1756-1791)
- Adagio. Allegro
- Andante cantabile
- Menuetto. Allegro
- Allegro

**QUARTET IN F MAJOR (1902-3)**
Maurice Ravel (1875-1937)
- Allegro moderato - très doux
- Assez vif - très rythmé
- Très lent
- Vif et agité

:: INTERMISSION ::

**STRING QUINTET IN E-FLAT MAJOR, OP. 97, B. 180 (AMERICAN) (1893)**
Antonín Dvořák (1841-1904)
- Allegro non tanto
- Allegro vivo
- Larghetto
- Finale: Allegro giusto

**GENEROUSLY SPONSORED BY MARGARETTA AND JERRY HAUSMAN**
The quartets are, indeed, the fruit of a long and laborious endeavor,” Mozart admits to Haydn in a letter dated September 1, 1785, in which he encloses six new quartets. And the many crossings-out, careful corrections and fragments of quartet movements from this period of Mozart’s life bear this out. Nowhere else did he labor so painstakingly over his music. “Please, then, receive them kindly and be to them as a father, a guide, a friend,” Mozart (a generation younger than Haydn) continues. “I entreat you to be indulgent to those faults that may have escaped a father’s partial eye, and, in spite of them, to continue your generous friendship towards one who so highly appreciates it.”

The magnificent and disturbing C major Quartet is the crowning point of Mozart’s six ‘Haydn’ quartets. The work is true evidence of Mozart’s triumph in emulating Haydn in his Op. 33 collection of quartets from 1782, and achieving a balance of structure, musical style and emotion. Mozart began work on the six quartets not long after moving from Salzburg to Vienna. It was then that he began to hear music by Bach and Handel on a regular basis at weekly gatherings in the Vienna home of Baron van Swieten. The power of the contrapuntal writing began to have a deep and increasing effect on Mozart’s own part-writing at the time. The effect is at its most acute in the unsettling dissonances of the opening 22 measures of the C major Quartet. They give the work a nickname (Dissonance) and arise from a synthesis of free counterpoint and chromatic, ‘highly spiced’ harmonies to use a term that was often thrown at the mature Mozart. The dissonances are carefully calculated to shock – so much so that people at first accused Mozart of releasing the printed music without having carefully proofed the parts! Even half a century later, Belgian music theorist Félix proposed a ‘fix’ to Mozart’s strident harmonies by moving the first violin entry one beat earlier. Many applauded the idea; few went along with it. Today, were the opening to be played with this crass insensitivity to Mozart’s boldness, it’s certain that the stone statue of the Don Giovanni Commendatore would appear to sort things out. The suspense and tension created by the dissonance is released in the ensuing Allegro. The profound, achingly Andante cantabile is one of the most sublime movements Mozart wrote. Throughout the chromatic minuet and serene finale, the musical invention and disciplined working-out of short motifs are exemplary.

**QUARTET IN C MAJOR, K. 465 (DISSONANCE)**

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart (b. Salzburg, Austria, January 27, 1756; d. Vienna, December 5, 1791)

*Composed 1785, 31 minutes*

---

**STRING QUINTET IN E-FLAT MAJOR, OP. 97, B. 180 (AMERICAN)**

Antonín Dvořák (b. Nelahozeves, Bohemia, September 8, 1841; d. Prague, May 1, 1904)

*Composed 1893, 35 minutes*
Then, in Spillville, he had been to a show given by the Kickapoos. “In this work I think there will be found the American color with which I have endeavored to infuse it,” Dvořák told the Tribune. “I study certain melodies until I become thoroughly imbued with their characteristics and am enabled to make a musical picture in keeping with and partaking of those characteristics.”

Still, the pentatonic scale is also found in Bohemian music. So, what can be interpreted as Dvořák’s curiosity for the new country and his willingness to be a part of the search for an American identity in music could equally be explained as nostalgia for the old country. Meanwhile, it forms the starting point for an exhilarating, richly scored movement which ranges widely over the emotional spectrum. The rhythmically dynamic second movement raises the temperature even more. Its contrasting middle section gives a beautifully yearning, soaring melody first to viola, then to violin. The slow movement begins with a melody that Dvořák wrote in New York for what he hoped would become a new national anthem, setting the words “My country, ’tis of thee.” Structurally, the movement is a theme and five variations. The finale alternates a bouncy, good-natured theme with more inward-looking episodes in a thoroughly satisfying way.

— Program notes © 2022 Keith Horner. Comments welcomed: khnotes@sympatico.ca
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